Abstract. Let M and N be two compact orientable 3-manifolds, we say that M > N , if there is a degree one map from M to N . This gives a way to measure the complexity of 3-manifolds. The main purpose of this paper is to give a positive answer to the following conjecture: if there is an infinite sequence of degree one maps between Haken manifolds, then eventually all the manifolds are homeomorphic to each other. More generally, we prove a theorem which says that any infinite sequence of degree one maps between the so-called "geometric 3-manifolds" must eventually become homotopy equivalences.
1. Introduction 1.1. The main result. By a geometric 3-manifold we mean an orientable connected 3-manifold which is either a hyperbolic manifold, or a Seifert fibered manifold, or a Haken manifold, or a connected sum of such manifolds. We denote the class of geometric 3-manifolds by &. The well-known geometrization conjecture of W. Thurston states that %? represents all compact orientable connected 3-manifolds [18] .
Denote the class of closed manifolds in 'S by ^c. Let ~ be the equivalence relation on Wc defined by M ~ N iff M is homotopically equivalent to N. Let &d ~ denote the set of equivalence classes in &c. We define a relation > on &cl ~ by [Af] > [N] iff there is map f: M -> N with deg/= 1 for some orientations on M and N. Since a homotopy equivalence is a degree one map, > is a well-defined relation on %/ ~. It can be proved (Theorem 2.1) that > is a partial order on &c/ ~ .
Our main theorem here shows that any infinite decreasing sequence with respect to this partial order must eventually stabilize: (2) degfi = 1.
Then for i sufficiently large, Af, is homotopically equivalent to M'+l, and f is a homotopy equivalence. We denote by ^x the class of manifolds in & which do not have a lens space as a connected summand. It can be shown that in &x homotopy equivalent (rel d ) manifolds are homeomorphic. Thus > defines a partial order on S?i, and any infinite decreasing sequence in &x will eventually consist of homeomorphic manifolds. In particular, since all Haken manifolds are contained in 3/x, we have the following corollary: Corollary 3.16. Let (Mx, dMx) A (M2, dM2) A . • • be an infinite sequence of maps between compact oriented manifolds such that for all i, ( 1 ) M¡ is Haken, (2) deg/=l.
Then for i sufficiently large, M¡ is homeomorphic to Mi+X and f is homotopic to a homeomorphism. This paper is organized as follows: In §2, we prove our result for closed Haken manifolds. Since Haken manifolds are decomposed into Seifert fibered pieces and hyperbolic pieces, we first deal with such pieces (Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3). The hyperbolic manifold case can be treated easily using Gromov's norm. The Seifert fibered manifold case is proved using the Euler number of a Seifert fibered space. For general closed Haken manifold, we use Jaco-Shalen and Johannson's theory on maps from Seifert fibered spaces into Haken manifolds [5 and 6] . They proved that any "nondegenerate map" can be deformed into the so-called "Characteristic submanifold." We will mainly use definitions of [5] . The definition of nondegenerate maps will be given in the proof of Lemma 2.13. Using this theory we can show that under certain conditions, a nondegenerate map between two Haken manifolds can be deformed into a "nice" map. For degenerate maps, we define a complexity for a Haken manifold by using Gromov's norm and the number of Seifert fibered pieces in the torus decomposition. We prove that under certain condition this complexity must strictly decrease once the map is degenerate. Therefore, the infinite sequence of maps must eventually become nondegenerate. Gromov's norm was used in a similar way by T. Soma in [15] , where he proved that every sequence of preimage knots is finite.
We consider reducible manifolds in §3. Since n2 is no longer zero, some cut and paste techniques do not work as before. We get around this problem by allowing maps which are "almost defined" on a manifold, namely, they are defined except at a few "holes" (pairs of open 3-balls) and satisfy certain conditions on the boundary of these holes. We then define a notion of degree for this kind of map. This allows us to reduce this later case to the previous one. At the end of §3, we consider manifolds with boundary by using their doubles. This paper is the main part of my thesis, and as so many ideas belong to my advisor Professor Cameron Gordon. I would also like to thank the referee for his many valuable suggestions.
Notations and preliminaries. For topological spaces X and Y, X=Y
means that X is homeomorphic to Y, X ~ Y means that X is homotopy equivalent to Y. Similar notations are used for pairs of spaces.
For two maps / and g, f ~ g means that / and g are homotopic maps. If / and g are maps of pairs, / ~ g as maps of pairs means they are homotopic as maps of pairs. If f (0 < t < 1) is a homotopy on X which is fixed outside a subset A of X, we say that f is a homotopy supported on A . The volume of a Riemannian manifold H is denoted by v(H). Throughout, T always denotes a torus, K a Klein bottle and I a closed interval.
For a proper map between two connected oriented manifolds M and N of the same dimension, the definition of the degree of / is standard. If M is not connected, then we define deg/ = Ldeg/|Af,, where {Af,} are the connected components of M.
The following lemma is an easy corollary of the definition of degree: Lemma 1.1. If f : M -> N is a map between two n-manifolds such that f is transverse to a p.l. (n -l)-submanifold F of N, then f~l(F) is a p.l.
(n -l)-submanifold of M, and deg{/_1(F) -> F} = deg/ for some suitable orientation of f~l(F).
The following lemma is standard for degree one maps. The proof of ( 1 ) uses a standard covering space argument (see [2, 15.12] ). The proof of (2) uses the Poincaré duality and the naturality of the cap product [10] . Similar results hold for a map of degree d. In particular, the following lemma is very useful in this paper. Note that it implies an analogue of Theorem 3.9 for surfaces. We write M -W x (-1, 1) = H m U S m , where HM is the union of the finite volume hyperbolic manifold components, and Sm is the union of the Seifert fibered manifold components. Therefore M has the picture shown in Figure  1 , where S indicates a Seifert fibered manifold, and H indicates a hyperbolic manifold of finite volume. We also define ~Lm to be the union of Sm and all components 7) x [-1, 1] of WM x [-1, 1] such that 7) x {±1} ç 8Hm ■ It is the shaded part in Figure 1 .
The following is a special case of the characteristic pair theorem [5] . Theorem 1.4 (Jaco-Shalen). // / is a nondegenerate map of a Seifert pair (S, 0) into a Haken manifold pair (M, 0), then there exists a map fx of S into M, homotopic to f, such that fx(S) ç "LM ■ Figure 1 We will also use the concepts of residual finiteness and Hopficity of a group (see [2, Chapter 15] for definitions). It is true that finitely generated residually finite groups are Hopfian [2, 15.17] . It is also proved that the fundamental groups of geometric 3-manifolds are residually finite and thus Hopfian [18, 3.3 and 3] . Surface groups, Fuchsian groups are all residually finite and thus Hopfian [2, Chapter 5].
Next we talk about Gromov's norm. Let Af be a compact, oriented nmanifold with boundary (possibly empty). The Gromov's norm of M is denoted by \\M\\. See [19] for the definition. The following theorem is due to Gromov: Theorem 1.7 (Gromov) . Let M" be any closed oriented hyperbolic manifold of dimension n > I, then \\M\\ = v(M)/vn where v" is the supremum of the volumes of straight n-simplices in H" .
In [19, Chapter 6] , Thurston generalized Gromov's theorem to relative versions and to strict versions. The following is one form of Thurston's generalization: Theorem 1.8. Let M, N be compact, oriented 3-manifolds whose interiors admit hyperbolic structures of finite volume. If f : (M, dM) -> (N, dN) is a map of degree d > 0, then v(M) > dv(N). If the equality holds, then f is homotopic to a local isometry, and therefore a covering map. When d = I, in particular, this implies that f is homotopic to a homeomorphism.
For 3-manifolds, Gromov's norm is additive under connected sum [1, p. 10] . It is also additive when splitting along incompressible tori and is subadditive when splitting along compressible tori [14] . Using these and the relative version of Gromov's theorem, we have \\M\\ = v(Hm)/vi for any Haken manifold M. . Let fx : Mx -► M2 and f2 : M2 -> Mx be two degree one maps. Then f\ 0/2 is a degree one map from Mx to itself. By Lemma 1.2, the map induces an epimorphism on nx. By the Hopficity of nx(Mx), the epimorphism must be an isomorphism. Since it is a degree one map, it must be a homotopy equivalence [16, 3.6] . It follows that fx o f2 induces isomorphisms on all the homotopy groups n¡. Thus fx induces epimorphisms on all the 7r,'s. Similarly, we can show that fx induces monomorphisms on all the homotopy groups by considering f2 o fx . Therefore, fx induces isomorphisms on all the homotopy groups and thus is a homotopy equivalence. So we have proved that
Remark. The above theorem shows that to prove Theorem 3.9, it is enough to prove that Mk. ~ Mk.+i for a subsequence Mk¡. We will use this argument in our proof often. By [19, 6. 2. degfi = 1.
Then for i large enough, S¡ = S¡+i = •••, and f is homotopic to a homeomorphism.
Proof. Fix a Seifert fibration of Sx with regular fiber hx .Then (fx*(hx)) is a cyclic subgroup of nx(S2). Since ^(S^) is torsion free [2, 9.9] , (fu(hx)) is isomorphic to either Z or {0} .
If (7i*(^i)) -^ » then it is an infinite cyclic normal subgroup of nx(S2). (It is normal because fXt is onto.) By [4, Vl. ll.e], there is a Seifert fibration of S2 with regular fiber h2 such that fu(hx) e (h2). If fx*(hx) = {0}, taking any fibration of S2 and we still have fx*(hx) e (h2). Similarly, there exists a fibration of S3 with regular fiber hi such that f2*(h2) e (A3), and so on. So we get an induced infinite sequence of epimorphisms: nx(Sx)/(hx)hnx(S2)l(h2)k.... So we have proved that nx(Si) S nx(Si+x), and therefore 5*, = Si+X [11] . Since each S¡ is aspherical, f is a homotopy equivalence, thus is a simple homotopy equivalence since the Whitehead group of 7tx(S¡) vanishes [12] . By a result of Turaev [20 
Note that px is a finite cover, for it has the same covering degree as p2. Hence 0, and Fx are compact. Since à is onto, it induces an epimorphism on Hx, i.e. the abelianization of nx. But HX(F2) is torsion free, and HX(FX) is the free part of Hx(Ox). So
where ßx is the first Betti number.
Fx, being the underlying surface of Oi , may have boundary even when 0, does not have one. So we consider the following two cases: Case 1. If dOx and 902 are both nonempty, then dFx and dF2 are both nonempty. Hence
So -x(Fi)>-x(F2). 
So -X(FX)>ZX(F2).
Since -
So we conclude that -
The following lemma is easily proved using the formula for x(0) given in [13] , the proof is omitted. Lemma 2.10. Let p be an orientable closed surface. Then any closed incompressible surface in P x I is isotopic to P x {r} for some r. Proof. If HM = 0 , there is nothing to prove. So we assume that HM ^ 0 . In this case, it is easy to see that degf = 1 using ||Af|| = \\N\\ ¿0.
Take any component T of dH^. We shall show that each component of f~l(T) is parallel to some component of WM after homotoping / fixing f\^M .
Since /(Xm) C IntXjv, f~l(T) nl^ = 0. Since <9XM is incompressible, using a standard cut and paste argument, we may assume that after changing / by a homotopy fixing f\zM, f is transverse to T, and f~l(T) is a collection of incompressible surfaces in M -1,M ■ We claim that each component of f~x(T) is a torus.
Suppose that Pi is a component of f~l(T)
with genus(Pi) > 1. Since Pi C Af -Xaz , which is a disjoint union of Hm and some T x I in WM x I, Pi c IntHM ■ Let <p : HM -» HN be a homeomorphism, and P[ = <f>(Px). By the same reason as before, we may assume that / is transverse to P[, and f~l(P'x) is a collection of incompressible surfaces in M -1M • Since deg{/-1(PÍ)-PÍ} = deg/=l under suitable orientation of f~l(P'x) and P[, we can take a connected component P2 of f-[(P'x) such that deg{P2 ^2 P[} ¿0. Since ||P2|| > ||P||| > 0, genus(P2) > 1. Hence P2 C IntHM ■ We repeat this process to get an infinite sequence of surfaces P\, P2, ... such that:
1. genus(P,) > 1.
P, c Int Hm is incompressible. 3. (HM, P¡) -(Un , P¡) under the homeomorphism </>. f\p
A. f is transverse to P/ and deg{P,+ 1 A+l P/} ^ 0.
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Denote P¿ = T, P0 = 4>-\P$ C dHM. Using f(P¡ n Pj) C P/_, n Pj_. = </>(P,_i n P/-0 and Po n Pk = 0 for all k > 0, we can prove inductively that P, n Pj■ -0 for all j > i > 0. Since //a/ is compact, there must be some i ^ j such that P¡\\Pj in //a/ [4, 111.20] . Let z be the minimum i such that P,||P, in HM for some 7 > i. We want to show that P,-_,||P,-_, in Hm to get a contradiction.
Let Let P x [0, 1] be the region bounded by P, u P, in HM , with P x {0} = P,. So we have proved that f~l(T) must be a union of incompressible tori in Hm U \Jj Tj x I. Since each torus in Hm is d -parallel, we can change / by a homotopy (which is supported on a regular neighborhood of Hm) to push these tori to 9//a/ . We do this for each T in dHN . Thus f~x(dHN) consists of a union of parallel copies of Wm .
Each component E¡ of f~l(H¡y) is some component of M cut along f~l(dHN). Since f(lM) n HN = 0, f~l(HN) c M-1M = HMU{JTj x I.
It follows that each E¡ is some component(s) of Hm attached by some 7) x / or is just some 7} x / .
For each component H of HN , deg{f~l(H) -I H} = degf -1 . Since any map T x I -> H has degree zero using Gromov's norm, / ~~ ' (H) must contain some component(s) of Hm ■ Since HM -///v, they have the same number of components. Therefore / ~ ' (H) contains exactly one component //' of HM , and this component maps into Hn with degree one. By Theorem 1.8, after a homotopy supported on a regular neighborhood of H', f maps H' onto H homeomorphically. We do this for each component H of HN to get the conclusion of the lemma. Next we prove Lemma 2.13, which plays a key role dealing with degenerate maps. We first define the characteristic <72-fold cover for a torus T to be the cover corresponding to the subgroup q(Z ®Z) of nx(T) = Z ® Z . It does not depend on the choice of the base of nx(T). We also use Thurston's notion of the generalized Dehn surgery coefficients. The precise definition is in [19] .
We first prove Lemma 2.12, which generalizes a theorem of Thurston [19, 6.5.6].
Lemma 2.12. Let H be a compact 3-manifold with boundary whose interior has a complete hyperbolic structure of finite volume. Let T be a component of dH and X be an essential simple closed curve on T. Attach a solid torus V to T such that the meridian of V is identified with X, and denote the resulting manifold as H = Hx-Then \\H\\ < \\H\\.
Proof. By [8 or 3, 4.1], for all but finitely many primes q, there is a finite, connected, regular cover pq : Hq -» H, such that for each component T of p~l(T), pq\j: f -► T is the characteristic »72-fold cover. In particular, pql(X) has q parallel copies of components in 7f and each such component X covers X q times. Attach a solid torus V to each T in p~x(T) such that the meridian of V is identified with X. Denote the resulting manifold by Hq . Then pq extends to a branched cover pq : Hq -> H branched over the core of the attached solid tori V%, each branching index is q .
Extend X to a base X, p of nx(T). By the hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem [19, 5.8] , when q is large enough, //(9,o),oo,...,oo has a hyperbolic structure. (Here (q, 0) is the surgery coefficient for T with the base X, p , and oo's are for other boundary components.) That is to say, H(q 10), oo.oo is topologically the manifold //(i,o),oo oo = H, and the completed hyperbolic structure has singularities at the core of V with cone angle 27t/ç7. Therefore it induces a nonsingular hyperbolic structure on Hq . Hq , being a finite cover of the hyperbolic manifold Hq , is hyperbolic. By [19, 6.5.6] , v(Hq) < v(Hq), so ||.r7J| < ||#?||. For a technical reason, we choose a such that a\dS is nice in the following way: For each T in dS, there exists a base {X, p} of 7ti(P) suchthat a*(X) = 1 in 7T,(Ds). We parametrize T by T = S1 x51 , with [S1 x *] = X, [*xS[] = p. We choose a such that a(x, y) = ax(y) for some embedding ax : S] -> Ds under this parametrization.
Denote the knot ax(Sl) by It ■ We may also assume that It, n h2 = 0 for different components Tx and T2 of dS by choosing Ds to be three dimensional.
Since Next we want to define a, ß for G. For each T on dG = dS, let X be the simple closed curve defined as above. Attach a solid torus V to G along T such the meridian of V is identified with X. Let G denote the resulting closed manifold. Let the simple closed curve l'T be the core of V which has the same orientation as p .
Define X = DB uT G, where x identifies each lT in DB with l'T in G preserving orientation. Define a: G -> G to be the obvious decomposition map which sends each T c dG to l'T, and maps the other part homeomorphically onto G -l'T's. It is easy to check that a:M = Bl)G^X is a well-defined continuous map. Since a\c-dG : G -dG -> G -\Jl'T is a homeomorphism, we can define ßh_\ i" to be /oa~l . So we get a map ß : X -> A. The diagram Af = PlJ0 -^-» A :£>ÄU0 commutes by the construction.
Next we show how to get the manifold Mx from X. Since deg / is odd, f(H^M)) is a subgroup of //3(A) of odd index, and therefore so is ß*(H^X)). Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence and H^(Db) = 0 one can show that the map z'": H3(G) -> //3(A) is an isomorphism. Therefore, (ß o i)"(H3(G)) = ß*(Hi(N)).
It follows that for some connected component Mx of G, deg{Mi ß-2 N} is odd.
We will see that Mx is a manifold such that s(Mx ) < s(M) and HMl -HM = Hn in the following argument:
Af,, as a component of G, is either (a) Txl, which is a lens space (including S3 and S2 x S"1), or (b) A/2, where M2 is a union of some hyperbolic pieces and some Seifert fibered pieces connected together by some T x /'s in WM x /.
In case (a), we have a map of nonzero degree from a lens space to A. The induced map on 7r, gives us a cyclic subgroup of 7r,(A) of finite index. But 71,(A) contains nx(F), where F is some closed incompressible surface of genus > 0. This is a contradiction.
In case (b), for each S in Af, , f\$ is nondegenerate. Therefore for each dcomponent T of 5, the X defined as before is not a fiber of S by the definition of nondegenerate map. Hence the Seifert fibration of S extends to a Seifert fibration on S. Since nx(S) = ns/(X) maps onto nx(S)/Werf = f(nx(S)), and f(nx(S)) is not cyclic by the definition of nondegenerate maps, S is not a solid torus. So dS (if it is not empty) is incompressible. If T is some torus which connects some Sx and S2 in M2, then T also connects Sx and S2 in Af, , and the fibers of .Si and §2 do not match up along T because the fibers of 5*1 and S2 do not match up along T. Therefore the torus decomposition of M2 naturally gives the torus decomposition of Af,. So we have s(Mx ) = s(M2). By the assumption in Case 2A, / is not degenerate on any Txl component of Xa/ , so / must be degenerate on some component S of Sm ■ Hence s(M2) < s(M). It follows that s(Mx) = s(M2) < s(M).
By the construction, HMl -HMj, which consists of some components of Hm ■ Using Gromov's norm and the nonzero degree map from Af, to A, we see that HMl has to consist of all components of Hm ■ Hence Hm, -Hm2 -H m -Un ■ If /?|a/, : Af, -► A is a nondegenerate map, by the result of case (1) Proof of the Claim. Suppose that for some component T of Wn x {±1}, f~l(T) contains a component T0 which is a parallel copy of a torus in WM x (-1, 1). Let R be the component of Hn U Sn such that T ç dR. Since / is transverse to T, one side of T maps into R under /. Taking the connected component of f~l(R) containing this side, we get a "subinterval" To x I ç WM x (-1, 1) such that (T0 x /, T0 x dl) X (P, dR) (see Figure 2) . Case I. R^KxI.
By Lemma 2.8, f(T0 x dl) ç T, and we can modify /|r0 x / by a homotopy such that f(T0xI)ÇT.
Push f(TxI) off R. Now c(f) is decreased by 2.
This is a contradiction.
Cai<?2. R^KxI.
We consider the following two subcases.
Case 2A. N^KxIudKxI.
Since Po x / ç WM x (-1, 1), we may take Tx, T2, T3, T4 to be the four consecutive tori in f~l(WM x {±1}) such that [T2, P3] = P0 x / (see Figure   3 ). Ca5<?2B. N^KxIUgKxI.
By assumption, Af S /¡Tx/ ud Kxl.
Write A = P, Ua P2, where T = dRx = dR2. f~l(T) is a collection of parallel copies of tori in WM x [-1, 1]. Denote them by T x {a¡}, i = 1, ... , n . \J¡Tx {a¡} cuts Af into two copies of Kxl, say Qx, Q2, and several copies of P x /'s (see Figure 4) .
Each "interval" T x [a¡■, ai+x] maps into either P, or P2. By Lemma 2.8, either we can modify /|Px (a,, ai+x) such that f(Tx (a¡, ai+x)) c T = dRx = dR2, or we can homotope / such that /|P x [a,, ai+x] is a covering map onto For each j, the sequence {5/}, contains either finitely many or infinitely many KxFs. After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that each sequence either is a constant sequence Kxl or does not contain Kxl at all. For each j suchthat {5/}, does not contain Kxl, the restricted map (s¡,ds{)^(sJ2,dSi)a... is a sequence of degree one maps. By Theorem 2.3, /|5/ is homotopic to a homeomorphism for i large enough. Extend this to a homotopy of / which is supported on a regular neighborhood of 5/. We do this for all such Ps. Now / : Af, -» Af,+, satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.14, hence Af, = Mi+X . By Lemma 1.1, / induces an epimorphism on nx. Therefore / induces an isomorphism by the Hopficity of nx(M¡). It follows that / is homotopic to a homeomorphism by Waldhausen's theorem. We define «(Af) to be the number of prime factors in the prime decomposition of Af, and r(M) to be the rank of 7t, (Af) . We call the spheres 5, a collection of splitting spheres on Af.
For two p.l. 2-sided disjoint closed surfaces Fx, F2 in Af, we say that Pi is weakly parallel to F2, denoted by Pi||u,p2, if one component of Af cut along Fx U p2 is homeomorphic to Pi x I#X for some manifold X via a homeomorphism taking Fx U F2 to Fx x dl. We define the weakly Hakennumber hw(M) to be the maximal number of p.l. 2-sided disjoint, nonweakly parallel, incompressible surfaces of genus > 0. Since this is no greater than the standard Haken-number, it must be finite.
Let & be a collection of maximal disjoint, nonweakly parallel, incompressible surfaces in Af. Let F be the union of the surfaces in 9~. If F intersects U, 5,, we can take a disk D on 5, such that dD = D n F. Let P, be the component of & that gives this intersection. Let E be the disk on Fx that dD bounds. We replace E by D and push D off 5, to get a surface F[. The new collection F[, F2, ... ,Fn is also a collection of maximal disjoint, nonweakly parallel, incompressible surfaces in Af but intersecting {JS¡ less. We can repeat this process until P n (J, 5, = 0 . So we have proved Proof. We add 3-handles to Af to get Af, and add 3-handles to A to get A. We extend /|9Af to the 3-handles so that the 3-handles are mapped into the 3-handles. Since this does not effect the preimage of any point in Int A, the degree of / is not changed. We then apply Lemma 3.2 to extend the map over Bf.
For two almost defined maps / and g, we say that / is B-equivalent to g, if there are maps / = /0, /,, ... , /" = g such that either / is homotopic to /+i (rel-(9Py; U dBf.J)) or / = /•+, on Af -B for a union of balls B containing Bf U BfM . This is a generalized definition of C-equivalent maps defined in [2] . The next lemma is a modified version of Lemma 6.5 in [2] and Lemma III.9 in [4] by not requiring n2(F) = n2(N -F) = 0. Proof. Homotope / such that / is transverse to F , thus f~l(F) consists of properly embedded 2-sided surfaces. Define the complexity of / to be c(f) = (... , «_i, «o, "i, n2)
where «, is the number of components of f~l (F) having Euler characteristic i. We order complexities lexicographically.
We prove that we can find g by an induction on c(f). If there is a 2-cell D in IntAf with Dnf~l(F) = dD and dD not contractible in f~l(F) (see Figure 5 ), we choose a regular neighborhood C of D in Af such that A = C n f~l(F ) is an annulus properly embedded in C.
Let Dx and D2 be the disjoint 2-cells in dC with dA = dDx U dD2, and choose disjoint 2-cells Ex and £2 properly embedded in C with 9P, = 9/),. C -E\ U E2 is a union of three 3-balls. From the interior of the left ball and the right ball, we choose a pair of small balls and denote the union of the two small balls by Bx ( Figure 5 ).
Define /, : Af -5, -► A as follows. On Af -Int C, define /, = /. Since ker(7Ci(P) -» nx(N)) = {1}, we may extend fx\dE¡ to map E¡ into F. We
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use may choose the map so that / maps the 2-sphere Ex u A u E2 trivially, and, f(DxuEx) and f(D2UE2) represent opposite elements in [52, A] . This can be done by defining f\Ex tobe /|^4up2 composed with an orientation reversing map, and then push f(Ex ) into F . We now extend / to map the middle ball into N -F . Using the product structure on a neighborhood of F, we may extend fx to a map from M -Bx to A such that /, satisfies the definition of an almost defined map and f~x(F ) = (f~x(F ) -A) u Ex u E2.
Note that in the above operation, we can choose the new map /, so that /, (C) is in a small neighborhood of f(D) U F . Therefore the preimage of any point "far away from" f(D) U F is unchanged, and we conclude that degf = deg/.
One can check that c(fx) < c(f) and hence the lemma can be proved by an induction on c(f).
The next lemma, which we will use in the proof of Lemma 3.6, is a slight generalization of Exercise 1.35 of [4] . It can be proved using the generalized loop theorem. The proof is omitted.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a 3-manifold, and Fx, F2 be two incompressible components of dM with P, closed. If for each loop I in P,, [/] " is homotopic to a loop in F2 for some « > 0, ¿At?« Af = P, x I#X for some manifold X. Let Vx x I#X be bounded by Vx and V2. We delete the X part to get Vx x I minus a ball. Then we delete all the balls in Bg to get a punctured Vx x I. Denote it by Vx x I -B , where B is a disjoint union of balls in the interior of Vx x I. The incompressible surfaces g~x(Fx l) F2) can be isotoped to miss dB . Hence each of its components either lies in or outside of V x I -B .
Consider g~x(Fx U P2) n (Vx x I -B). If there is any incompressible 52 in the intersection, the 52 must bound a 3-ball in Vx x I, and we just delete a neighborhood of the ball to get anew Vxxl-B to eliminate the 52 component. If there is any incompressible surface V of genus > 0 in Vx x I -B, Lemma 2.10 easily implies that V is isotopic to Vx x {x} for some x e I. Say g(V') C Pi. Since g : Vx -> Fx and g : V -> Fx induces the same map on 7Ti, and since Pi is aspherical, the two maps are homotopic, and thus have the same degree. By taking the rightmost component of such V, we get an "innermost interval" Vx x [0, 1] -B such that g maps the ends Vx x {0, 1} onto Fx, F2 with nonzero degree, respectively, and g(Vx x (0, l)-B)
does not intersect Pi U P2 . Proof. Let 1J 5, be a set of splitting spheres of A, \J P, be a maximal family of disjoint non weakly parallel incompressible surfaces (^ 52) in A missing |J5,, and \JS'k be the set of nonseparating spheres in A. By Lemma 3.1, we may choose them to be disjoint from each other. Let / be transverse to {JSi\JS'kUFj. By Lemma 3.6, there exists a map g : M-Bg -> A, P-equivalent to / with deg g = degf, and ^"'(U^/ U^jt) is a set of spheres. Let P,/ be the components of g~x(N¡).
Since / induces an isomorphism on H2, and [5,] = 0 in //2(A), each component of /_1(5,) is null-cobordant in Af. Hence g~x(S¡) consists of null cobordant, thus separating spheres. So Rik is a connected summand of Af. Since S'k is not zero in H2(N), and since / induces a surjection on H2, one of the spheres in g-1^) must be nonzero in H2(M), and thus is a nonseparating sphere.
Since deg g = degf = 1, deg{g-1(A/) -4 A/} = 1, for each N{ which is not homeomorphic to 52 x 51 . By Lemma 3.3, there exist maps g, : \JR¡k -> A, = N¡, such that degg, = 1. By Lemma 3.7, each collection {R¡k} cannot be just 53's. Hence at least one of the Rik is a nontrivial connected summand of Af, denote it by Ma(¡). For each N[ which is homeomorphic to S2 x Sx , g~x(S'¡) contains a nonseparating sphere, and thus g~x(N¡) must contain this nonseparating sphere, and thus it contains a 52 x 5' as a connected summand of Af. We take this as Ma^. Since «(Af) = «(A), o(l), ... , a(n) is a permutation of 1, ... , n . So we have constructed the maps g¡ from the connected summands of Af into connected summands of A. The equations on the degree of g, clearly follow from Lemma 3.7. (1) Mi-e&, and
(2) degf = 1.
Then for i sufficiently large, (Af,, 9Af,) ~ (Af,-+1, 9Af,+i), and / is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. The doubles of the maps form an infinite sequence of degree one maps DAf, D-% DM2 °-$ ■■■ between the manifolds DAf, in %. By Theorem 3.9, the DP,'s are homotopy equivalences for i sufficiently large. Also it is easy to show that /| : dM,; -> 9Af,+i are homotopy equivalences for i sufficiently large. Therefore the conclusion of the theorem follows from Corollary 3.13.
As a corollary for Haken manifolds, we state 
